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President’s Message 

At this time last year we Mozartians, 
like the rest of the world, had little idea 
when things might start to return to 
normal� This year, even with the advent 
of COVID-19 vaccines, musical perfor-
mances and events are only spottily start-
ing up again� The Mozartwoche in Salz-
burg was indeed back this January — but 

in digital form (among its offerings was the world premiere 
of a newly discovered Mozart keyboard piece, the Allegro in 
D, K� 626b/16, from ca� 1773), but the Mostly Mozart Festival 
at Lincoln Center was again cancelled� Musicians, audiences, 
and academics alike are remaining hopeful, but also neces-
sarily nimble, ready to pivot to alternative media and strate-
gies in order to continue to engage with the music and life of 
this extraordinary composer�

Speaking of which: you will have seen from recent com-
munications that MSA has joined with other eighteenth-cen-
tury-music societies (the American Bach Society, the Amer-
ican Handel Society, the Haydn Society of North America, 
and the Society for Eighteenth-Century Music) to establish 
a new online forum, “Encounters with Eighteenth-Century 
Music, a Virtual Forum,” with monthly talks, interviews, or 
round-table discussions of about 90 minutes each, during 
most of the year� The first forum (on Friday, 24 September 
24, at 3:30 EDT) was a discussion of “The Classical Style at 50,” 

in recognition of the fiftieth anniversary of the publication 
of Charles Rosen’s landmark study, moderated by Edmund 
Goehring, with speakers Catherine Mayes, Edward Klorman, 
and Scott Burnham� For further information on the series, 
see https://encounters�secm�org/

As last year, MSA will be presenting a virtual (Zoom 
webinar) Study Session in conjunction with this year’s 
(virtual) meeting of the American Musicological Society (11–
12 and 20–21 November), at a date and time to be announced 
soon� The Board of Directors is actively considering a variety 
of exciting proposals for the session; we should be able to tell 
you more soon� As with last year’s panel on race and gender 
in Mozart’s Magic Flute, the online format will allow us to 
reach a wider audience than in a “normal,” in-person year� 
In the accompanying annual MSA Business Meeting we will 
present the Marjorie Weston Emerson Award, this year, for a 
book or edition� (Next year, as per our usual rotation, we will 
again give an award for an article�)

Early this year, as planned, we were able to send you cop-
ies of Karl Böhmer’s special MSA publication on Munich’s 
Cuvilliés Theater, the site of the 1781 premiere of Mozart’s 
Idomeneo� In this sumptuously illustrated booklet (with 
several images of the theater that are unknown even to ex-
perts) Böhmer takes an original approach to the story of the 
theater, imagining how performers and audience members 
interacted with the physical space of the theater, and even 
with its décors� Those of you who join us next year (26–29 
May 2022) for our joint conference with the Society for Eigh-
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teenth-Century Music, “Mozart and Salzburg,” in the city of 
the composer’s birth, will be able to take a tour of the freshly 
restored Cuvilliés Theater with Böhmer as our guide, during 
a day-long side trip to Munich� Stay tuned for further details�

— Bruce Alan Brown

News of Members

Volumes 1–3 of Beethoven’s Conversation Books, translated 
and annotated by Theodore Albrecht, have been published 
by Boydell (2018–2020)� Ted is currently indexing volume 4 
(May-September 1823), in which Beethoven confirms to an 
inquiring layman that he had met Mozart� 

 Bertil Van Boer organized and ran the conference “Global 
Intersections in the Music of the 18th Century,” that took 
place virtually, under the auspices of the Society for Eigh-
teenth-Century Music and the Royal Swedish Academy of 
Music, on August 6–7 and 13–14, 2021� He has also edited the 
symphonies of Franz Xaver Richter for a workshop that will 
take place in Italy next summer�

Among the MSA members who gave papers at the “Global 
Intersections” conference in August were Bruce Alan Brown 
(“The Gargarismi of Lazzaro Paoli: Singing, Pharmacol-
ogy, and Castration in Eighteenth-Century Tuscany”), Paul 
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Corneilson (“Hamburg Celebrating Gustav: C� P� E� Bach’s 
‘Spiega, Ammonia fortunata’ Wq 216”), Austin Glatthorn 
(“Letters from the German Stage: Correspondence, Mobil-
ity, and the Emergence of a Common Operatic Repertoire, c� 
1800”), Pierpaolo Polzonetti  (“African-American Presence 
and Anti-Slavery Ideology in Mozart’s Vienna”), Beverly Wil-
cox (“Ducharger’s Russian Traveler: ‘Stalkoff, gentilhomme 
russe en France’ and the Problem of Extracting Performance 
Information from Satire”), and Laurel Zeiss (“When Mozart 
Restricts: The Birdcatcher, the Moor, and the Man of Rea-
son”)

After completing a year-long Faculty Research Fellowship 
(virtually) at the Jackman Humanities Institute at the Uni-
versity of Toronto, Caryl Clark is teaching a new course at 
the Faculty of Music in Fall 2021 on the topic of Indie Opera 
Collectives�

Katharina Clausius has received a major grant from the 
Fonds de recherche du Québec for a project entitled “The 
Politics of Representation: Old Culture and New Democracy 
in Interwar Austria�” Her aim is to document the politiciza-
tion of Mozart as a cultural icon in the popular press during 
the early years of the Austrian republic�

Austin Glatthorn’s recently published edition of Georg 
Benda’s Philon und Theone (1779) was used to stage the melo-
drama’s world premiere in Vienna on 12 August 2021�  It was 
performed alongside Gluck’s La corona (1765) in Perchtolds-
dorf bei Wien and in the Schönbrunn Schlosstheater� 

Estelle Joubert gave a keynote talk, “Traversing Eigh-
teenth-Century Networks of Operatic Fame,” at the Music 
Encoding Conference (May 2020); it has now appeared in the 
Music Encoding Conference Proceedings, ed� Elsa De Luca 
and Julia Flanders, accessible online at https://hcommons�
org/deposits/item/hc:31933/� Her article “‘Distant Reading’ in 
French Music Criticism” has appeared in Nineteenth-Century 
Music Review (published online on 26 February 2021)�

Stefaan Missinne’s book Mozart’s Portrait on a French Box 
of Sweets: Remember Me has been published by Hollitzer Ver-
lag in Vienna (see illustration on pg� 15)�

Martin Nedbal and Carolyn Watson are co-authors of “A 
Reimagined Beethoven Cycle,” published in Music & Prac-
tice, a peer-reviewed online journal, in an issue marking the 
250th anniversary of Beethoven’s birth: https://www�musi-
candpractice�org/volume-8/a-reimagined-beethoven-cycle/ 
Nedbal’s recent article “Smetana’s The Brandenburgers in Bo-
hemia and Czech Nationalism: A Historical Reevaluation,” 
in Music & Politics 14 (2020) is also accessible online: https://
quod�lib�umich�edu/m/mp/9460447�0014�102?view=tex-
t;rgn=main
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New Details Regarding Chronology and 
Provenance of a Previously Long-Lost Mozart 
Autograph, the Magnificat in C Major, K. 321a
Christopher J. Salmon

A single-page autograph fragment by Mozart entitled “Mag-
nificat” (fig� 1), missing for 172 years, reappeared in 2011 at 
Christie’s in Paris�1 The composer’s son Franz Xaver Mozart 
(1791–1844) made a transcription of the autograph before 
giving it as a gift to a French diplomat’s relative in 1839, after 
which it seemed to vanish� The paper-type of the autograph 
has now been determined and is reported here for the first 
time� Mozart’s handwriting and the ink used in his musical 
notation are also examined� How well these details conform 
to prior scholarly conjecture about the work’s date and place 
of origin will be evaluated� Additionally, a previously un-

known inscription on the verso of the autograph leaf reveals 
new information on the document’s provenance�

Franz Xaver Mozart’s transcription of his father’s Magnifi-
cat served as the basis for Alfred Einstein’s description of the 
work and its designation as K� 321a in the 1937 third edition 
of the Köchel catalogue�2 This classification has been retained 
through the current sixth edition (hereafter K6), published 
in 1964� Franz Xaver’s transcription was first reported by 
Rudolph Genée in 1911� Later sold by the Berlin antiquarian 
book dealer Martin Breslauer in 1912,3 it was believed lost by 
the editors of K6, but currently resides in the library at the 
Conservatoire Royal de Bruxelles�4 

Genée thought that the music of Mozart’s Magnificat frag-
ment in many respects resembled the Magnificat of the 1779 
Vesperae solennes de Dominica, K� 321, each having an en-
ergetic opening of the string instruments, organ, trumpets, 
and timpani, followed by a short “Magnificat” of the vocal 

Figure 1� Recto of the K� 321a autograph leaf� Seven bars of music in a nine-stave system entitled in autograph “Magnificat�” The authen-
ticity of the manuscript is certified in an inscription along the right side by the composer’s son, Franz Xaver Mozart� 
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parts� Einstein went a step further, proposing that K� 321a was 
a preliminary draft of the Magnificat from K� 321, the lineup 
of instruments and vocal parts of both compositions being 
completely identical� After Einstein, then, the editors of K6 
designated K� 321a as “allegedly” composed in Salzburg in 
1779, the year that Mozart explicitly dated his autograph of 
K� 321�5 In their 1962 Critical Report on K� 321a in the Neue 
Mozart Ausgabe, Karl Gustav Fellerer and Felix Schroeder 
pointed out that Einstein’s observations and conclusions 
about the origins of K� 321a were not entirely convincing, 
since the instrumentation and voices for Mozart’s Vesperae 
solennes de Confessore, K� 339, were also identical with those 
of K� 321a�6 K� 339 and K� 321, composed several months apart 
between the latter half of 1779 and the summer of 1780, were 
apparently the only full settings of vesper psalms that Mozart 
ever completed�7 

Determination of paper-type:  
Tyson watermarks and rastrology 

Alan Tyson so revolutionized the study of Mozart’s auto-
graph manuscripts that it is now largely forgotten that he 
was a medical doctor and psychiatrist, with no formal train-
ing in musicology� He was a true polymath whose scientific 
training, creativity, and curiosity motivated and informed 
his music research�8 He reconstructed the various paper wa-
termarks appearing in the Mozart autographs from his own 
hand tracings of backlit manuscripts, cognizant of the way 
music paper was produced in Mozart’s time�9 

Each “bifolium,” a pair of leaves sharing a vertical fold, rep-
resents either the top or bottom half of a larger sheet (the so-

called “Bogen”)10 initially produced by the papermaker using 
a “mold�” The mold is essentially a sieve with the appearance 
of a wire screen or mesh, used to collect tiny fragments from 
pulped rags suspended in an aqueous bath, which are then 
compressed with the mold against a layer of felt and left to 
dry to produce the large paper sheet (or Bogen)� Distinctive 
wire designs, integral to the mold and pressed into the layer 
of damp macerated rag fragments, lead to thinner areas in the 
resultant paper that are slightly but noticeably more translu-
cent when viewed with backlighting and thus identifiable as 
“watermarks�”11 Prominent vertical lines in the paper are pro-
duced similarly and are called “chain lines�”12 Generally only 
a small part of the watermark of a full Bogen will appear on 
a single page of music� A complete watermark therefore has 
to be reconstructed by assessment of several pages of music�13 

A paper-type is not defined by watermark alone; features 
of the musical staves also need to be taken into account� The 
pattern and distribution of rastral lines defining the musi-
cal staves (aspects of “rastrology”) need to be specified� The 
number of staves on each page is first recorded� Most often, 
Mozart used 10-stave paper before his Vienna years and 
12-stave paper thereafter, although there are notable excep-
tions to each case�14 The next step involves measuring the 
“total span” (Tyson’s term, abbreviated TS) of the rastral 
lines: the distance between the top line of the highest stave to 
the bottom line of the lowest stave on a page of music� Such 
measurements are made from the middle of these respective 
lines in order to control for differences in thickness of lines 
due to spreading of ink within paper media� Because staff 
lines in Mozart’s era were most commonly produced with a 
rigid device known as a compound rastrum, the distances 

Figure 2� Tyson Watermark 52� Both Bogen from which bifolia of Watermark 52 are cut are shown� Horizontal dotted lines define cut up-
per margins of bifolia� The vertical lines represent the folds of the bifolia (or in the case of cut individual leaves the vertical cut margins)� 
The K� 321a autograph leaf bears a watermark corresponding to the “2b” quadrant of the “B” Bogen (oriented as shown in fig� 3, below)� 
“REAL” is an indication of paper size (“Royal” size)� The letters “VG” are the initials of the paper manufacturer, possibly Valentino Galvani�
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between lines and staves of a given type of paper were the-
oretically fixed� The combination of number of staves, total 
span, and watermark yields a sort of “fingerprint” uniquely 
corresponding to a specific paper-type�15 

Paper-type of the K. 321a autograph

The single leaf constituting K� 321a is of a 10-stave paper with 
Tyson Watermark 5216 and a total span of exactly 188�5mm� 
This paper-type is referred to as “Paper-type 1” in the current 
article�

Shown in figure 2 are the two different full-sheet Bogen 
(A and B) from which bifolia of the music sheets sharing wa-
termark 52 are cut� Bifolia are created by dividing the Bogen 
lengthwise, cutting along the horizontal dotted lines in the 
diagram� The resulting bifolia will have the following possi-
ble pairs of leaves joined at vertical folds: 2a-3a, 1a-4a, 3b-2b, 
4b-1b� Individual music “leaves” or “folia” (each representing 
half of a bifolium) are ruled on both sides (each side thus pre-
pared representing a “page”) with the 10-stave compound ra-
strum� Vertical dotted lines in the diagram represent the folds 
of the bifolia (or free cut margins for separated individual 
leaves)� Note that the two Bogen are similar to one another, 
yet not identical� This is because these sheets were produced 
from two different (but closely related) molds in alternating 
fashion by two craftsmen working in coordination�17 Thus a 
given “watermark” in Tyson’s classification schema is made 
by two different but similar-appearing molds, and these yield 
eight possible different partial watermark patterns in the var-
ious resultant music leaves�18 

K� 321a was written on a single leaf bearing watermark fea-
tures found in the right upper quadrant of the “B” Bogen in 
figure 2 (designated “2b” by Tyson and representing half of a 
3b-2b bifolium)� The respective tops of the music leaves are 
situated along the dotted lines of the horizontal cuts used to 
divide the Bogen into bifolia, so the top of K� 321a appears 
to have an “inverted” top portion of the B Bogen pictorial 
watermark, as shown in figure 3�19 The watermark of K� 321a 
is partially obscured by darkening and soiling of the paper 
and therefore somewhat difficult to visualize completely, but 
details visible with lightbox photography (fig� 4) are sufficient 
for clear and unambiguous identification�

This combination of watermark 52 on 10-stave paper hav-
ing a total span of 188�5mm defines a paper-type that Tyson 
had previously found in autographs of fourteen other Mo-
zart works� The revised list of fifteen Mozart compositions 
using Paper-type 1 (including K� 321a), in order of ascending 
K� number, follows:

 1� K. 319, Symphony in B flat, Salzburg, dated July 9, 1779�
 2� K. 320, Serenade in D (“Posthorn”), Salzburg, com-

pleted August 3, 1779�
 3� K. 320e (Anh. 104) fragment, Sinfonia concertante in 

A major for violin, viola, and cello, Salzburg, summer 
or fall 1779�

 4� K. 321, Vesperae solennes de Dominica, Salzburg, 1779 
(dated thus on the MS by Mozart; see fig� 5)�

 5� K. 321a, Magnificat (fragment); one leaf: 2b� Salzburg, 
1779/80�

 6� K. 335 (320a), Two marches in D major for orchestra, 
number 2 (to “Posthorn Serenade” K. 320), Salzburg, 
August 1779�

 7� K. 337, Missa solemnis in C, March 1780�
 8� K. 338, Symphony in C, Salzburg, work dated August 

29, 1780�
 9� K. 344/336b (fragment), Zaide, Salzburg, 1779–1780�
 10� K. 364 (320d), Sinfonia concertante in E flat for violin 

and viola; draft (fragment) at the end of the first move-
ment and two sketches for the cadenza of the second 
movement�

 11� K. 365 (316a), Concerto for two pianos in E-flat, Salz-
burg, c�1775–1777; 2 clarinets, 2 trumpets, and timpani 
added in 1781�

 12� K. 366, Idomeneo, begun in Salzburg, late 1780; com-
pleted in Munich, January 1781 (premiered there on Jan-
uary 29)�

Figure 3� Watermark found on the leaf of K� 321a� The orientation 
is as it appears when the verso of the leaf is backlit� The crown and 
the top of the abstract frame design of the watermark appear upside 
down� The vertical lines in the diagram correspond to the “chain 
lines” in the paper produced by parallel wires in the paper mold� 
This orientation of the watermark indicates that the “cut” margins 
of the K� 321a leaf are along the top and left-hand sides of the recto�
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 13� K. 367, Ballet music for Idomeneo, Munich, December 
1780-January 1781�

 14� K. 374, A questo seno deh vieni . . . Or che il cielo a me 
ti rende (recitative and aria for soprano), premiered in 
Vienna, April 1781�

 15� K. 445 (320c), March in D for orchestra, Salzburg, 
summer 1780�

The list shows that Mozart used this paper-type from the 
summer of 1779 until early 1781, just prior to his arrival in Vi-
enna� It also shows that the paper-type of K� 321a is also found 
in K� 321� At least at first glance, this might appear to support 
Einstein’s notion that K� 321a preceded K� 321 in some close 
manner and was, like the latter work, composed in 1779� Mo-
zart’s handwriting (both cursive and musical notation) and 
the ink he used on K� 321a and K� 321 also appear to support 
Einstein’s conjectures� But, like paper-type determination, 
these analytical techniques don’t provide the degree of dat-
ing precision necessary to confirm Einstein’s assertions, as 
we shall see�

Figure 4� a) Lightbox image of the K� 321a autograph leaf, viewed 
from the perspective of the verso� b) Close-up of the upper part 
of the same image (centered slightly to the right of midline), with 
the most easily visualized portions of the watermark highlighted 
in black�

a

b
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There are other notable similarities in the way Mozart 
penned these works� The vocal and instrumental parts of K� 
321a are indicated by Mozart along the left margin in exactly 
the same form and sequence found on the autograph of the 
Vesperae solennes de Dominica, K� 321 (fig� 5)� This, of course, 
is what led Einstein to posit a close and direct relationship 
between the two works,22 but the very same lineup of mu-
sical voices is also found in the autograph of Mozart’s other 
complete set of vesper psalms, the Vesperae solennes de Con-
fessore in C major, K� 339,23 and the concordance between K� 
321a and K� 321 adduced by Einstein is thus not as singular 
or significant as he believed� Features common to those two 
autographs and K� 339 are also discernible in Mozart’s hand-
writing� 

Mozart’s handwriting is, in fact, nearly identical in K� 321a, 
K� 321, and K� 339, and these works were all apparently com-
posed over a relatively short period of time between late 1779 
and mid-1780� Wolfgang Plath devised standards for dating 
Mozart’s works of the 1770s based on how the composer’s 
hand changed during this formative decade of adolescence 
and early adulthood�24 He found, for instance, that between 
1775 and 1778 the letter p in Mozart’s dynamic marking “p:” 
(for “piano,” which Mozart later abbreviated “pia:”) had a 

Figure 5� The first page of K� 321 (NMA 1/2/2XV)�

Mozart’s cursive hand and musical notation in K. 321a: 
Similarities to the autographs of K. 321 and K. 339  

On the K� 321a autograph leaf Mozart wrote the title (“//
Magnificat//”) in the middle of first stave, followed below by 
seven bars of music in a nine-stave system occupying the re-
maining staves on the single page� The work is in C major in 
4/4 time with an autograph tempo indication “All[egr]o con 
spirito” and is scored for soloists and choir, orchestra, and 
organ� The four vocal parts are soprano (“Canto”), alto, tenor 
(“Tenore”), and bass (“Basso”), with the indications “Tutti” 
and “Solo�” The orchestra consists of violins I and II (“Vio-
lini”), two trumpets (“Clarini”), timpani (“Tympani”), organ, 
and bass (“Organo / e / Bassi”)� Also within the seven bars 
are the sung words “Magnificat anima mea Domi-“, truncat-
ing the first line of the “Magnificat” of the Roman Catholic 
liturgy: Magnificat anima mea Dominum ( “My soul doth 
magnify the Lord”)�20 Dynamic markings “pia:” (piano) and 
“f-pia�” (fortepiano) are also found� As discussed below, the 
way Mozart wrote these dynamic markings proves crucial in 
dating the autograph� The color of the ink ranges from dark 
brown to black and appears very similar to the ink Mozart 
used throughout K� 321 and K� 339�21 
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“curved hook” configuration of the first stroke, which was 
gradually lost and replaced in the summer of 1778 by a short 
straight segment forming an acute angle with the second 
stroke of the letter� Between 1778 and 1780 the depth of the 
gap between the acutely angled linear first and second strokes 
of the letter p (in “pia:”) progressively increased as the second 
stroke lengthened� It wasn’t until the summer of 1780 that a 
new form of the letter p began to appear, with the linear first 
stroke of p now replaced by an obtuse short curve� Once in-
troduced, this new form did not completely replace or even 
predominate over the earlier deep acutely angled form�

The deep acute angle in the linear first two strokes of the 
letter p in the K� 321a autograph (fig� 6a) comports very well 
with a date between the summer of 1779 and the summer of 
1780 by Plath’s criteria,25 and this accordingly can be taken 
as strong evidence for dating the manuscript to that approx-
imately one-year period� Note that the configuration of the 
letter p is essentially the same as that seen on the second 
page of K� 320e (Anh� 104) (fig� 6b), which is on Paper-type 1 
(like K� 321a) and has been dated to Summer or Fall 1779�26 It 
also appears essentially the same as on the K� 321 autograph 
dated 1779 by Mozart (fig� 6c) and the K� 339 autograph dated 
1780 by the composer (fig� 6d)� This last work, some eighty-
five pages in length, shows none of the transitional “obtuse” 
forms of the letter p which began to appear in the summer of 
1780, and one might therefore surmise, as we do here, that it 
dates to the first half of the year and no later than summer�27 

This can’t be confirmed, however; the circumstances of the 
work’s composition are unknown�

The four works just cited—K� 320e (Anh� 104), K� 321a, K� 
321, and K� 339—show similar handwriting features and are 
thus datable to the same general period between the summer 
of 1779 and the summer of 1780� The findings are not specific 
enough to confirm Einstein’s notion that K� 321a preceded 
and was a direct forerunner of K� 321, although that is not 
excluded and remains a possibility� Even the finding that the 
K� 321a fragment and the first four leaves of K� 321 are written 
on paper of the same type does not prove a direct sequen-
tial relationship between the two works� A closer look at pa-
per-types shows why�

Multiple paper-types

It’s useful to keep in mind that individual Mozart works were 
frequently written with multiple paper-types� The different 
types used in such cases tend to correlate well in terms of 
chronology, as one might expect� For instance, Mozart em-
ployed two different but closely related paper-types when 
he composed K� 321� In addition to what we have called Pa-
per-type 1, he also used what will be referred to here as Pa-
per-type 2, defined by having 10 staves, Tyson Watermark 51, 
and a total span of about 188�5mm� Note that paper-types 1 
and 2 have similar ruling with identical total spans� Even more 
significantly, Watermark 51 is directly related to Watermark 

Figure 6� a) Dynamic markings on the K� 321a autograph� Two examples of Mozart’s abbreviation “pia:” demonstrating the acute angle 
formed by the short line segments of the first and second strokes of the letter p and the depth of the angle due to the length of the second 
stroke� As shown by Wolfgang Plath, these characteristics were seen late in the period 1778–1780 and suggest a date of 1779 or 1780� Be-
ginning in the summer of 1780 this acutely angled form of the letter p was replaced by a shallow obtuse curve� b) Detail from the second 
page of K� 320e, which shows essentially identical features in the first two strokes of the letter p as those seen in K� 321a� This leaf is of the 
same paper-type as K� 321a and was composed in summer or fall 1779� c) Detail from K� 321, which shows essentially identical features in 
the first two strokes of the letter p as those seen in K� 321a� This was dated 1779 by Mozart� d) Detail from the autograph of K� 339, dated 
1780 by Mozart� It also displays characteristics not easily distinguishable from those of the K� 321a autograph� The letter p in “pia:” appears 
sharply and acutely angled throughout the manuscript and shows none of the obtusely curved forms of the letter that began to appear in 
Mozart’s musical handwriting in the summer of 1780� The work was probably written early in the year�

a b c d
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52 in point of origin, each bearing the initials (“VG”) of the 
same paper manufacturer: most likely the Venetian Valen- 
tino Galvani�28 No other paper-types from that firm were ap-
parently used by Mozart, whose works written on both these 
paper-types all date to around the same time�29 

The overall similarity in the watermarks of Paper-types 1 
and 2, produced by the same Italian manufacturer, and the 
consistent total spans of their secondarily applied rulings, 
suggest that they might have been purchased by Mozart from 
the same paper vendor at the same time in a mixed batch� 
This would explain why they tend to appear together in Mo-
zart’s works�30 The fact that the paper-type of K� 321a is found 
on the first four leaves of K� 321 could be taken as specific 
evidence that the latter followed very closely after the for-
mer, or even that K� 321 followed immediately after K� 321a, 
as surmised by Einstein� Although this may be an attractive 
scenario and entirely possible, the use of the same paper for 
the first four leaves of K� 321 may rather have been random 
if both paper-types were purchased and used together in one 
group, as appears likely by their pattern of common use in 
essentially random order in several Mozart works� Thus, the 
paper-type of K� 321a is also seen in several other parts of the 
manuscript of K� 321, interspersed somewhat randomly with 
Paper-type 2� Notably, the Magnificat section was written 
entirely on Paper-type 2�31 The autograph of K� 339 also was 
written entirely with this second paper-type, an indetermi-
nate but likely fairly short time after K� 321� 

A major difference between K� 321a and both K� 321 and K� 
339 is its lack of a date or signature in the composer’s hand-
writing, but this is as expected� Mozart generally didn’t date 
or sign incomplete compositions or sketches, although in-
complete works may have titles written in his hand, as does 
K� 321a� The autograph is written, to use Ulrich Konrad’s ter-
minology, in Mozart’s “public” composing hand and not the 
“private” hand typically seen in his sketches; and it is fully 
orchestrated�32 It seems to break off quite abruptly after only 
seven bars, even cutting short the last word in the first litur-
gical line (!)� Thus the K� 321a autograph might appear to be 
a mature composing manuscript brought to a sudden halt, 
perhaps when another idea occurred to the composer (such 
as his conception of the ultimate form for the K� 321 Magnifi-
cat, as Einstein seemed to imply) but this is purely speculative 
and can be neither proved nor disproved at present� 

K� 321a is unusual in another regard� It is one of only two 
Mozart autograph fragments later in Franz Xaver’s collection 
that was not among the collection of fragments originally 
in Constanze’s possession and listed by Georg Nikolaus von 
Nissen (1761–1826) and Maximilian Stadler (1748–1833)�33 It 
may be that, for whatever reason, Nissen and Stadler sim-
ply overlooked K� 321a when they compiled their list,34  or 

that the fragment was elsewhere at the time, perhaps with 
Mozart’s sister Nannerl� Another document in Nissen’s hand 
mentions that there were several Mozart autographs in Nan-
nerl’s possession that he hoped to eventually obtain for the 
family’s collection, but unfortunately, aside from the so-called 
Nannerl Notenbuch, which contained some of Mozart’s ear-
liest compositions, none of the other works were described 
in enough detail to allow for certain identification� Although 
Nannerl mainly had scribal copies of her brother’s music,35 
she clearly retained some original autographs, and a few of 
them later passed either directly or indirectly to her nephew 
Franz Xaver�36

Additional inscriptions on the K. 321a manuscript

Written sideways on the right margin of the K� 321a auto-
graph recto is a certification of the work’s authenticity in the 
hand of Franz Xaver Mozart (fig� 1): “Autographe de W A 
Mozart, attesté par son fils W A Mozart[paraph]” (“Auto-
graph of W A Mozart, attested by his son W A Mozart”)� As 
usual, Mozart’s younger surviving son signed his name “W A 
Mozart”, the name he used professionally as both composer 
and performer� He is still often referred to as “W� A� Mozart, 
Jr�” Franz Xaver Mozart’s original transcription of K� 321a, 
which he made before giving the autograph away, included 
the following note: “Fragment meines Vaters; das Original 
habe ich / dem Schwager des Grafen St� Aulaire aus Gefällig-
keit / überlassen / W A Mozart [paraph]” [“Fragment by my 
father; I left the original to Count St� Aulaire’s brother-in-law 
as a favor� W� A� Mozart”]� 

Before the reemergence of the K� 321a autograph in 2011 
the beneficiary of Franz Xaver’s gift could not be confirmed, 
but he can now be identified definitively,37 since he wrote 
and signed a note on the verso of the autograph leaf after 
receiving it (see fig� 7): “Cette page de musique ecritte de la 
main de mozart ma été donnée par son / fils à vienne ou il 
est professeur� / Vienne 15 avril 1839 / d’Estourmel” [“This 
music page written by the hand of Mozart was given to me 
by his son in Vienna where he is a professor� Vienna April 15, 
1839 / d’Estourmel”]� The author of this inscription is Count 
Joseph d’Estourmel (1783–1852)— a noted politician, travel 
writer, and autograph collector, and the paternal uncle of the 
Countess of Saint-Aulaire, wife of the French ambassador in 
Vienna, Louis de Beaupoil, the Count of Saint-Aulaire (1778–
1854)� Thus, the Magnificat autograph passed from Franz 
Xaver Mozart to the uncle of Count Saint-Aulaire’s wife and 
not, as apparently believed by Franz Xaver (and indicated on 
his transcription of the autograph), to Count Saint-Aulaire’s 
brother-in-law�
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Conclusion

The autograph of Mozart’s fragmentary Magnificat—lost 
from sight after being given away as a gift by Franz Xaver 
Mozart in 1839—is once again available for study� 

The paper-type of the K� 321a fragment and details of ink 
and handwriting analysis are reported here for the first time� 
Taken together, the new evidence points to a composition 
date somewhere between the summer of 1779 and the sum-
mer of 1780, during which time both K� 321 and K� 339 were 
also apparently written� Thus, while it is possible that K� 321a 
preceded K� 321 and may even have been, as Einstein con-
cluded, a “draft” for the Magnificat portion of that work, it 
may have been composed somewhat later� In that case it may 
have been a forerunner to the Magnificat section of K� 339� 
The ink used by Mozart for K� 321a is similar to that seen in 
both K� 321 and K� 339 manuscripts and therefore provides 

no basis to date the fragment more precisely or distinguish 
among these various possibilities�  

Finally, the recipient of Franz Xaver Mozart’s gift is re-
vealed by his ownership inscription on the verso of the K� 
321a autograph and is not the person identified on Franz 
Xaver’s transcription� The autograph leaf was given to the pa-
ternal uncle of the French ambassador’s wife in Vienna and 
not, as Franz Xaver apparently thought, to her brother�

Christopher J� Salmon, MD serves on the 
Advisory Board of the Mozarteum and is 
writing a book on the editions of Mozart’s 
music printed during his lifetime�

Figure 7� Verso of the K� 321a autograph manuscript, showing the inscription of Count Joseph d’Estourmel, who received the manuscript 
as a gift from Franz Xaver Mozart in 1839� The inscription shows that the autograph passed from Franz Xaver to the uncle of Count 
Saint-Aulaire’s wife (and not, as previously believed, to the count’s brother-in-law)�
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notes
 1� Importants Livres Anciens, Livres d’Artistes et Manuscrits, 11 May 

2011, Lot 113� The manuscript appeared later at Ader in Paris: 
Aristophil Musique, 20 Novembre 2020, Lot 1168�

 2� Ludwig Ritter von Köchel, Chronologisch-thematisches Ver-
zeichnis sämtlicher Tonwerke Wolfgang Amadé Mozarts� Dritte 
Auflage� ed� Alfred Einstein (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel� 1937), 
413–14, 1004� K� 321a was but one of several fragments that Ein-
stein intercalated into Köchel’s “chronological” listing of Mo-
zart’s works based mainly on their compositional style or musi-
cal content (especially similarities to completed works in terms 
of genre, key, or scoring) rather than on physical (paper-type, 
for example) or other scientific/historical evidence� Some of 
his catalogue assignments were done with good chronological 
accuracy and others not, as later scholarship has shown� Unfor-
tunately, in numerous instances where Einstein erred his mis-
takes have been passed on through K6�

 3� See Rudolph Genée, “Fragment eines ‘Magnificat’ von Mozart,” 
Mitteilungen für die Mozart-Gemeinde in Berlin, 3� Folge, 9� 
Heft (April 1911), 269 (plus fold-out page of music)� The orig-
inal manuscript of Franz Xaver’s transcription appears as lot 
454 in Martin Breslauer’s April 1912 sales catalogue (Hand-
schriften-Versteigerung am 29. und 30. April 1912. Katalog Nr� 21 
(Berlin: Martin Breslauer� 1912), 40� The K� 321a transcription 
was catalogued more recently as number “WV X:4” in Karsten 
Nottelmann, W.A. Mozart Sohn. Der Musiker und das Erbe des 
Vaters (Kassel: Bärenreiter� 2009), 340–41�

 4� Shelf number 41538 (F�H� 316)�
 5� Ludwig Ritter von Köchel, Chronologisch-thematisches Ver-

zeichnis sämtlicher Tonwerke Wolfgang Amadé Mozarts, ed� 
Franz Giegling, Alexander Weinmann, and Gerd Sievers 
(Wiesbaden: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1964), 349� K� 321a is said 
here to be “Komponiert angeblich 1779 in Salzburg,” since K� 
321—presumed by Einstein to follow K� 321a—is dated 1779 in 
autograph by Mozart (“di Wolfgango Amadeo Mozart mpria / 
Salzburgo Anno 1779”)�

 6� NMA I/2/2: Vespers and Vesper Psalms, including Critical Re-
port (Fellerer/Schroeder, 1962), b/44�

 7� In a letter of March 12, 1783, Mozart asked his father to send 
him the autographs of “meine 2 Vespern in Partitur” (“my 2 
vespers in full score”), so that he could show them to Baron 
van Swieten� Vespers were generally settings of five psalms and 
the Magnificat� Besides these two complete sets of vespers, an 
incomplete set, K� 193, consisting only of Dixit and Magnificat, 
was composed by Mozart in 1774� All three of these (K� 193, K� 
321, and K� 339) were, like K� 321a, in C major�

 8� See the obituary of Tyson by Allan Kozinn, “Alan Tyson, 74, 
Psychiatrist Noted for Musical Scholarship,” New York Times 
(December 24, 2000), 31� On this extraordinary scholar’s scope 
and ingenuity see Neal Zaslaw’s poignant tribute in the MSA 
Newsletter of 27 January 2001, pp� 7–8�

 9� The watermarks and associated “paper-types” are described in 
detail in the Wasserzeichen-Katalog of the Neue Mozart Aus-
gabe, which he compiled: NMA, Supplement, X/33/Abteilung 
2� This consists of two volumes, including text and illustrations� 
The watermark diagrams illustrated in the current paper are 
found on pp� 22–23 of the text and pp� 104–105 in the illustra-
tions volume� Additional discussions of Tyson’s general meth-

ods and results can be found in his book Mozart: Studies of the 
Autograph Scores (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1987)�

 10� This is the definition of “Bogen” used by papermakers in Mo-
zart’s time and in the current report� The term was applied dif-
ferently by some professional music copyists and music paper 
sellers in eighteenth-century Vienna, as discussed in Dexter 
Edge, “Mozart’s Viennese Copyists” (PhD diss�, University of 
Southern California, 2001), 23�

 11� In addition to decorative pictorial elements, the watermarks 
often include abbreviations identifying the manufacturer and 
indicating paper size (see fig� 2)� Symbols indicative of good 
paper quality (e�g�, three crescent moons) are also often present�

 12� The chain lines appear on a background of far more numer-
ous, more closely spaced, and finer parallel lines (so-called “laid 
lines”) representing the majority of the wire mesh elements� To-
gether the laid lines and chain lines comprise the “moldmark” of 
the paper, as distinguished from the “watermark” produced by 
the more decorative wire elements� The production techniques 
for the “mold-made” paper of Mozart’s time are discussed in 
detail in Tyson’s Mozart: Studies of the Autograph Scores�

 13� Tyson used the term “sheet-watermark” to refer to the water-
mark elements of an entire Bogen, half of which will be present 
on each bifolium and a quarter of which will be present on any 
given leaf�

 14� See “Mozart’s Use of 10-Staff and 12-Staff  Paper,” in Tyson, Mo-
zart: Studies of the Autograph Scores, 222–234�

 15� In theory, different configurations of staves could yield the 
same total span, but more specific measures of stave patterns, 
and especially their “superimposablilty” from one exemplar to 
another, have not yet been used routinely to study the Mozart 
autographs� Nor have “stave spans” been routinely measured, 
although they have been used in other settings� Not entirely 
indestructible, compound rastra were subject to subtle changes 
through use and can theoretically demonstrate slight deforma-
tion over time� For a detailed discussion of compound rastra 
and rastral line patterns, see Edge, “Mozart’s Viennese Copy-
ists,” 354–381�

 16� Specifically the 2b quadrant of the B Bogen watermark, as dis-
cussed below�

 17� Producing a sheet of Bogen A, then a sheet of Bogen B, and 
repeating the process as often as needed during a session of pa-
permaking� See Tyson, Mozart: Studies of the Autograph Scores, 
3–5�

 18� Most often, examples of all eight possible partial watermarks 
can be identified among leaves of a given paper-type used by 
Mozart� Less commonly, paper from only a single Bogen of an 
associated pair (or from only portions from one or both Bogen) 
has been found�

 19� The horizontal cuts are always found at the top of the finished 
bifolia and leaves, so that the head of each page of music is uni-
formly smooth� The lower margins of the bifolia and pages dis-
play the raw deckle edge of the original Bogen, and thus greater 
variability in configuration�

 20� Direct comparison of Franz Xaver’s transcription to the now 
available autograph confirms a high degree of fidelity to the 
original in the copy, and fortunately no revisions to the previ-
ously published musical text of K� 321a are needed�

 21� For K� 321, see NMA I/2/2: Vespers and Vesper Psalms, Critical 
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Report (Fellerer/Schroeder, 1962), b/13� The entire K� 321 au-
tograph now resides in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France 
(Shelfmark MS-217)� The K� 339 autograph is held by the Bib-
lioteka Jagiellońska in Krakow (Mus� ms� autogr� Mozart K 
339; see https://jbc�bj�uj�edu�pl/dlibra/publication/599874/edi-
tion/570031/content)� Analysis of the ink used by Mozart in his 
autographs can sometimes provide not only nuanced informa-
tion on “internal chronology”—providing information on when 
different parts of a work were written or in which order—but 
also “external” chronological data indicating relative sequence 
or concurrence of compositions and thus supplementing data 
provided by watermark/paper studies� For examples and fur-
ther details, see John Arthur, “Some Chronological Problems in 
Mozart: The Contribution of Ink-Studies,” in Wolfgang Amadè 
Mozart: Essays on His Life and His Music, ed� Stanley Sadie (Ox-
ford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 35–52�

 22� Other works vary� For example, the first page of Mozart’s auto-
graph of an incomplete set of vespers, the Dixit et Magnificat in 
C major, K� 193 (July 1774), has a similar layout, although many 
particulars differ from K� 321a, K� 321, and K� 339, including the 
written order of the vocal and instrumental parts� The hand-
writing is also quite different and even the size of the lettering 
differs� See illustration in NMA I/2/2/XIV� That “violini” tra-
verses the brace and extends to the left margin of the interspace 
between the second and third staves in K� 193, K� 321a, K� 321, 
and K� 339 is a reflection of the violin notation being written in 
the second and third staves of each work (and this is also repro-
duced in Franz Xaver’s transcription)� The underlining under 
“Bassi” in all four is due to it being the last instrumental part 
along the left margin� These similarities are of no particular sig-
nificance, otherwise�

 23� Karl Gustav Fellerer and Felix Schroeder were the first to call 
attention to the similarities between the K� 321 and K� 339 auto-
graphs and thereby to question the specificity and significance 
of Einstein’s conclusions about the numerous similarities that 
he observed in the texts of K� 321a and K� 321� See NMA I/2/2, 
b/44�

 24� Wolfgang Plath, “Beiträge zur Mozart-Autographie II: Schrift-
chronologie 1770-1780�” In Mozart-Schriften: Ausgewählte Auf-
sätze (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1991), 221–65�

 25� Plath, “Beiträge,” 251�
 26� This autograph of the fragmentary “Sinfonia Concertante à Tre 

istromenti / Violino, Viola, e Violoncello”—the first four leaves 
of which are from Bogen A of the same paper-type as K� 321a—
currently resides in the Mozarteum (Shelfmark Autogr 320e)�

 27� Mozart generally did not sign works until they were completed� 
It is notable that the ink Mozart used in dating and signing the 
autograph of K� 339 is much lighter in tone than the otherwise 
uniformly dark brown to black ink present throughout the re-
mainder of this long manuscript� This discrepancy may indi-
cate that the work was not signed and dated immediately after 
completion� High-resolution scans of the autograph are avail-
able online; see note 21�

 28� Neal Zaslaw (email, 1 September 2021) identified “VG” as Valen-
tino Galvani, pointing out that Galvani’s paper mill was active 
in the 1770s� VG watermarks believed to be related to Galvani 
are also seen much later, including in Beethoven’s sketchbook 

Mendelssohn 15 of 1804–1805, as noted in Edge, “Mozart’s Vi-
ennese Copyists,” 328� 

 29� In fact, almost all works on the above list of compositions in-
cluding Paper-type 1 also included Paper-type 2� Of the three 
exceptions, K� 445 was written on a single bifolium and K� 321a, 
of course, on one side of a single leaf, each work thus requir-
ing only a single sheet or bifolium of paper which, simply by 
chance, was of Paper-type 1 (with neither necessity nor oppor-
tunity to include a second paper-type)� The third work using 
the paper-type also used for K� 321a but not Paper-type 2 was 
K� 367, for which Mozart also employed two other paper-types 
found only in works dating from late 1780 to 1781� The converse 
situation is analogous, with most works using Paper-type 2 also 
including Paper-type 1� Exceptions here include six works only 
on Paper-type 2 (one of these is the K� 339 autograph, the layout 
of which bears many similarities to K� 321a and K� 321, as already 
discussed), and one instance where Paper-type 2 was used to 
write cadenzas for a composition completed several years ear-
lier: the piano concerto in C major, K� 246� These cadenzas for 
the first and second movements of the work are believed to date 
to 1781 or 1782 and may have been intended for one of Mozart’s 
talented Viennese students� For details on Paper-type 2, see Ty-
son, Wasserzeichen-Katalog, text volume, 21–22�

 30� Tyson presumed that the staff ruling of music paper in Mozart’s 
Vienna was most often done by individual paper vendors, but 
this remains unproven� See Tyson, Mozart: Studies of the Auto-
graph Scores, 10� Edge discusses the question of where and by 
whom Mozart’s music paper was ruled (Italian paper mill, Vi-
ennese music paper dealer, independent “specialist”, or [by far 
the least likely possibility] Mozart himself) as well as Mozart’s 
likely occasional purchases of mixed batches of paper; see Edge, 
“Mozart’s Viennese Copyists,” 356–58�

 31� Tyson Wasserzeichen-Katalog, text volume, 22�
 32� Mozart’s “public” hand is seen in both his completed works and 

in preliminary drafts that can potentially be completed: works 
intended or suitable for reading by others� See Ulrich Konrad, 
“Compositional Method,” in The Cambridge Mozart Encyclope-
dia, ed� Cliff Eisen and Simon P� Keefe (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006), 100–108�

 33� The other fragment from Franz Xaver’s collection not appear-
ing in the Nissen/Stadler list is the Kyrie K� 166g (K1 Anh� 19), 
which also includes sketches of two of Padre Martini’s canons�

 34� The list of autograph fragments retained by Constanze was 
compiled primarily by Stadler, as Nissen himself states on p� 10 
of the lengthy appendix to his Biographie W.A. Mozarts, pub-
lished in 1828�

 35� See Cliff Eisen, “Problems of Authenticity among Mozart’s 
Symphonies: The Examples of K� Anh� 220 (16a) and &6 (42a),” 
Music & Letters 70 (1989), 505–16�

 36� Many thanks to Dr� Armin Brinzing (Bibliotheca Mozartiana, 
Mozarteum) for details regarding the Nissen/Stadler list of 
Constanze’s Mozart autograph fragments, for pointing out that 
two autograph fragments in Franz Xaver’s collection (including 
K� 321a) are not found on the list, and for offering explanations 
to account for this seeming discrepancy�

 37� This identification was first noted in the 2011 Christie’s auction 
catalogue cited above in note 1�
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Book Reviews

Mozart’s Requiem in Pamplona (1844): 
Study and Music Edition / El Réquiem 
de Mozart en Pamplona (1844): estu-
dio y edición musical� Study by Mi-
guel Ángel Marín; music edition 
by Aurelio Sagaseta; translation by 
Yolanda Acker (Chantria 3)� Kassel: 
Edition Reichenberger / Pamplona: 
EUNSA, 2020�

On February 16, 1844, a remarkable 
event took place in the Spanish city of 
Pamplona: to commemorate Infanta 
Luisa Carlotta of Naples and Sicily, 
mother of future King Consort Fran-
cisco de Asís, who had died a couple of 
weeks prior in Madrid, the city’s mili-
tary leadership organized a solemn fu-
neral ceremony hosted by the church of 
San Nicolás� A significant part of this 
ceremony consisted of the performance 
of Mozart’s Requiem� The choice of the 
Requiem was not surprising, because 
this fragmentary composition, com-
pleted and orchestrated by Franz Xaver 
Süßmayr, was by then often incorpo-
rated into European funerals and me-
morial services for distinguished per-
sons� More unusual were the extensive 
modifications executed in Pamplona� 
Adapting Süßmayr’s completion of Mo-
zart’s score to the local performance 
practice, an unknown musician created 
a unique instrumental arrangement of 

the Requiem� The present edition, pub-
lished by the German-based Edition 
Reichenberger in collaboration with 
the University of Navarra, Spain, as part 
of the multi-volume series Chantria, 
introduces this version to international 
audiences and uncovers the exceptional 
circumstances surrounding its produc-
tion�

The publication consists of three 
parts, each aimed at a specific group of 
readers� The first part is a very compre-
hensive scholarly essay, with numerous 
illustrations, titled “A Requiem for the 
Infanta of Spain” (pp� 1–50)� It was writ-
ten in Spanish by Miguel Ángel Marín 
and translated into English by Yolanda 
Acker (the two versions run in parallel 
columns)� The essay’s opening section, 
“Mozart in Spanish Cathedrals,” traces 
the Spanish reception and performance 
history of Mozart’s church music in 
general and his Requiem in particular� 
It shows that the “Pamplona Requiem” 
was just one of about twenty unique 
versions of Mozart’s piece created in 
Spain throughout the nineteenth cen-
tury� In the following section, “The In-
fante Francisco de Asís in Pamplona,” 
Marín maps out Pamplona’s musical 
life around 1844, outlines the historical 
background for the performance of the 
“Pamplona Requiem” (including a short 
survey of the royal family’s history), and 
describes the church in which the per-
formance took place� The essay’s final 
section, “Analysis of the Manuscript,” 
focuses on the newly created version 
itself� It provides a detailed description 
of the manuscript (consisting of fifteen 
parts in landscape format, preserved in 
the Archivo y Biblioteca Capitulares de 
Pamplona) and introduces the changes, 
comparing the modified version to the 
1800 edition by Breitkopf & Härtel� The 
comparison shows that the “Pamplona 
Requiem” had a unique sound because 
it replaced the corni di bassetto, trum-
pets, timpani, and trombones with clar-
inets, horns, celli, and bassoons� The 

section also examines the trombone 
solo at the beginning of Tuba mirum 
(mm� 1–18), in which the trombone 
melody is split between two bassoons, 
doubled by cellos and/or violas� Marín 
also discusses the tendency of the 
manuscript’s anonymous arranger to 
reinforce the low register� The famous 
instrumental introduction to the Lacri- 
mosa (mm� 1–2) is one important ex-
ample of this: traditionally orchestrated 
for violins and viola only, it acquires “a 
more sombre tone with the addition of 
the double bass” (p� 45) in this version� 
Marín also indicates all the changes in 
tempo, dynamics, and articulation� In a 
brief concluding summary, he suggests 
that this modified version imposes “its 
own personality [on the work], em-
bodying Mozart’s particular image and 
the specific perception of this extraor-
dinary music among the inhabitants 
of a medium-sized Spanish city in the 
mid-nineteenth century” (p� 49)�

The second and third parts of the 
publication (the musical edition and 
performance notes) address perform-
ers� The musical edition (part two, pp� 
51–264) was prepared by Aurelio Saga-
seta, the main editor of the Chantria 
series and the conductor responsible 
for the modern performance of this 
version that took place on November 
2, 2019, at the Pamplona Cathedral� It 
contains numerous editorial additions 
(mostly related to tempo, dynamics, 
and articulation) and carefully registers 
all variants of, and deviations from, the 
reference source (also listed separately 
on pp� 265–70)� It is thus not just an 
accurate reproduction of the original 
manuscript, but also a careful study that 
shall, no doubt, prove extremely useful 
for future performances of this version�  

The notes on performance (pp� 
271–80), also written by Sagaseta, of-
fer illuminating practical insights� For 
instance, Sagaseta points out the local 
tradition in the Pamplona Cathedral 
to speed up the andante, andante co-
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modo, and grave movements and to 
slow down the allegro and vivo move-
ments� Sagaseta adopted these prac-
tices in the 2019 performance, available 
on YouTube (https://youtu�be/A2Sbn-
6Z0oXM)� The orchestra Sinfónica de 
Navarra, the choir Capilla de Música 
Catedral de Pamplona, and the vocal 
quartet are placed at the back of the 
central nave, near the main entrance to 
the church� The visual highpoint of the 
performance comes in the Lux aeterna, 
as the cathedral’s Baroque candelabra, 
holding fifteen candles, is gradually lit 
(a color photograph that captures this 
symbolic moment is given on p� 278)�  

There is not much to criticize in this 
excellent publication� The first part 
could benefit from acknowledging 
Süßmayr’s contributions to Mozart’s 
incomplete score: for instance, passages 
characterized as “the Mozartian orig-
inal” (e�g�, pp� 36 and 38) are mostly 
Süßmayr’s completions of Mozart’s par-
ticelle� Also missing is an engagement 
with relevant editions of Mozart’s Re-
quiem� After the first edition in 1800, 
Breitkof & Härtel released at least two 
more (in 1801, RISM M 4051, and 1812, 
RISM M 4052); each of these editions 
could have theoretically been trans-
ferred to Spain and served as a template 
for the “Pamplona Requiem�” In the sec-
ond part of the edition, some perform-
ers may struggle to choose between the 
main version and the variants because 
they are often given without any visual 
differentiation (see for instance the 
“false duet” at the beginning of Tuba 
mirum, pp� 100–101): to avoid this con-
fusion, all the variants could have been 
printed in a smaller font� The third part 
of the publication (i�e�, the notes for the 
performers), written in a more informal 
tone, was influenced by the multitude 
of popular legends surrounding the Re-
quiem� For example, in claiming that 
the Lacrimosa contains “the last notes 
Mozart wrote before he died” (p� 279), 
Sagaseta overlooks Abbé Maximilian 

Stadler’s view that “the last words [Mo-
zart] wrote” were “Quam olim da capo” 
in the Hostias�

These small details do not change 
the positive impression of this publi-
cation, which will be of great interest 
both for performers and researchers� 
Music directors may consider using this 
version because it can be performed  
by smaller—even amateur—ensembles� 
The methodology of this stimulating 
study may well foster further discus-
sions of nineteenth-century Requiem 
adaptations outside German-speaking 
regions� Also stimulating is the idea of 
using Requiem adaptations to explore 
various cultural, social, and political 
contexts in locales where these adapta-
tions were created—or, indeed, to revive 
them� Another Iberian arrangement of 
the Requiem, by early nineteenth-cen-
tury composers associated with Évora 
cathedral, was performed on Novem-
ber 6, 2020 by the original-instrument 
Americantiga Ensemble, live-streamed 
from the Santa Casa Misericórdia in 
Lisbon (many thanks to Bruce Alan 
Brown for bringing this fascinating 
performance to my attention)� Remark-
ably, the performing forces in this ver-
sion are just solo voices, cello, double 
bass, two bassoons, and a written-out 
organ part (see https://www�youtube�
com/watch?v=8pK_whZmEgI)� 

This edition makes it clear that there 
is no single and unique Requiem� In-
stead, the Requiem reception is a mo-
saic of numerous adaptations and com-
pletions� Like colored shards of glass in 
a kaleidoscope, these adaptations create 
new patterns every time, and we will 
look forward to performing and explor-
ing them as they continue to emerge� 
This publication is an important step in 
that direction�

— Karina Zybina

Mozart’s La clemenza di Tito: A Reap-
praisal� Edited by Magnus Tessing 
Schneider and Ruth Tatlow� Stock-
holm: Stockholm University Press, 
2018, open access https://www�
stockholmuniversitypress�se/site/
books/10�16993/ban/read/?loc=001�
xhtml� Review in Swedish in Svensk 
tidskrift för musikforskning / Swed-
ish Journal of Music Research 2019, 
https://musikforskning�se/stm-sjm/
node/259, translated by Magnus 
Tessing Schneider, and published 
here with the permission of the re-
viewer and the translator�

When Cambridge University Press be-
gan their series of monographs on op-
eratic works from the Western core rep-
ertoire (Cambridge Opera Handbooks) 
in the 1980s, it was a manifestation of 
the growing interest in more detailed 
explorations of the art of opera� Schol-
arship had made quite some progress 
from the traditional retelling of more 
or less reliable opera anecdotes to a 
more scholarly and analytically based 
examination of the art form in its var-
ious guises and periods� The beauty of 
the opera handbooks was that they not 
only dealt with the familiar contexts; 
they also included new critical articles 
that challenged common beliefs regard-
ing the interpretation and staging of the 
works�

Through the years, a long list of op-
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eras has been discussed within the se-
ries, and viewpoints that once appeared 
pioneering and revolutionary have, in 
many cases, become dated; hence the 
need for a deeper analysis of the con-
text in which the operas were created as 
well as an examination of the librettos 
and their representative symbolism� By 
choosing an opera that doesn’t exactly 
dominate the repertoires of today’s op-
era houses, but that has been performed 
in interesting and thrilling productions 
in recent years, it is possible, moreover, 
to increase our knowledge of opera as 
an art form�

The present monograph, Mozart’s La 
clemenza di Tito: A Reappraisal, can be 
said to introduce a new category of op-
era handbooks: those that go a few steps 
further, broaden the horizon and incor-
porate more areas of analysis than the 
traditional musical ones� Mozart’s La 
clemenza di Tito has long stood in the 
shadow of The Magic Flute, and it has 
been regarded as one of the last exam-
ples of opera seria� But when this opera 
became the subject of a Cambridge Op-
era Handbook in 1991, by John Rice, the 
image of the work changed� Together 
with Emanuele Senici’s study La cle-
menza di Tito: i primi trent’anni (1791–
1821), which deals with the opera’s re-
ception, the handbook constituted the 
basis for later research on La clemenza�

By inviting the leading researchers 

who have previously published on the 
subject, Mozart’s La Clemenza di Tito: 
A Reappraisal indeed becomes the reap-
praisal claimed by the title� The volume 
is divided into six chapters followed by 
a bibliography and an index� Somewhat 
unexpectedly, the first chapter is a crit-
ically documented, chronological com-
pilation of twenty-four original doc-
uments relating to La clemenza� Here 
we find texts that cover contemporary 
reactions to the original production 
but also circumstances surrounding the 
genesis of the opera� This collection of 
documents (with parallel English trans-
lations) is a brilliant touch, which situ-
ates the work in its historical context� 
The second chapter, written by John 
Rice, deals with the operatic culture at 
the court of Leopold II and the way the 
emperor used Mozart’s opera in his at-
tempt to promote opera seria� Magnus 
Tessing Schneider then makes a textual 
analysis of Mazzolà’s revision of Metas-
tasio’s original libretto with a focus on 
the concept of pietà as an expression of 
enlightened humanism� In chapter four, 
Felicity Baker presents a political read-
ing of the Mazzolà-Metastasio libretto, 
demonstrating its critique of monarchy� 
In the fifth chapter, we find three texts 
by Jette Barnholdt Hansen on Mozart 
as an epideictic rhetorician and on the 
way vizio and virtù are portrayed in the 
opera; and in the last chapter, Sergio 

Durante concentrates on the stage de-
sign at the premiere in Prague in 1791, 
situated in a discussion of the drama-
turgy of the opera� Durante’s presence 
among the authors leads me on to my 
only criticism of the monograph: the 
book lacks a discussion of the musical 
sources, above all of Mozart’s auto-
graph� The latter has been published in 
facsimile fairly recently by Bärenreiter, 
with an excellent introduction by Du-
rante� Certainly, this essay is referenced 
in the bibliography; but a chapter on 
the philological issues would have com-
pleted the picture of the opera and its 
genesis�

Nonetheless, Mozart’s La clemenza di 
Tito: A Reappraisal is an extremely rich 
and enriching monograph on an oper-
atic work, which I hope will become a 
yardstick for future publications� The 
choice of La clemenza is also brilliant, 
since placing it in a complex historical 
context allows for widely differing ana-
lytical approaches� Despite the authors’ 
sometimes divergent answers to their 
questions, it is clear—exactly as the ed-
itors point out in the preface— that it is 
extremely fruitful to consider the music 
and the text in a broad historical, po-
litical, cultural, intellectual and artistic 
context�

— Anders Wiklund

Miniature of a boy in a red jacket, identified as the young 
Mozart by Stefaan Missinne in his book Mozart’s Portrait 
on a French Box of Sweets: Remember Me (Vienna: Hollitzer 
Verlag, 2021)�
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“Mozart and Salzburg” Conference in May 2022

The Mozart Society of America and the Society for Eigh-
teenth-Century Music will hold a joint conference in Salz-
burg from May 26 to 29, 2022� The Program Committee is in 
the process of selecting the papers, and the complete program 
will be posted, along with hotel and registration information, 
on the MSA website in October� 

The conference will be hosted by the Mozarteum and will 
include guided tours to the two Mozart museums in Salz-
burg� The conference will open on Thursday, May 26, with 
a lecture-recital with Mozart’s original instruments at the 
Wohnhausmuseum at Makartplatz 8� On Friday, May 27, 
there will be a bus tour to Munich to visit Nymphenburg 

Palace and the Cuvilliés Theater, with a group dinner� There 
will be papers related to the theme of the conference on Sat-
urday and Sunday, with the option to attend one of the city’s 
churches or to take a walking tour through Mozart’s Salz-
burg on Sunday morning, and the conference will conclude 
on Sunday afternoon�

This promises to be a memorable immersion in the city of 
Mozart’s birth, exploring not only the music he wrote there 
but also the music of some of his contemporaries and col-
leagues� The Mozarts frequently visited Munich, and two of 
Wolfgang’s operas had their premieres there, including Ido-
meneo at the Cuvilliés Theater� We hope that many of our 
members will take the opportunity to see these places first-
hand�

Pierpaolo Polzonetti’s book Feasting and Fasting in Op-
era: From Renaissance Banquets to the Callas Diet will be 
published this fall by the University of Chicago Press� The 
table of contents (on the UCP website) suggests that Mozart’s 
operas will be well represented�

Olga Sánchez-Kisielewska’s essay “The Romanesca as 
Spiritual Sign in the Operas of Haydn, Mozart, and Beetho-
ven” has appeared in the book Singing in Signs: New Semiotic 
Explorations of Opera, edited by Gregory J� Decker and Mat-
thew R� Shaftel (Oxford University Press, 2020)�

Jessica Waldoff ’s report on the conference “Bach and Mo-
zart: Connections, Patterns, Pathways” (Stanford University, 
February 2020) has been published in Eighteenth-Century 
Music 18 (2021)�

Neal Zaslaw reports that, at long last, he is reading well 
over a thousand pages of proofs of the German version of the 
new edition of the Köchel Verzeichnis� He is assisted in this 
task by Dr� Ulrich Leisinger and his team of researchers at the 
Mozarteum, along with the experienced editors at Breitkopf 
& Härtel�

continued from page 2


